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By Kristen Proby

HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. New York Times bestselling author Kristen Proby delivers another sizzling novel in
her delectable and sexy Fusion series.Riley Gibson is over the moon at the prospect of having her
restaurant, Seduction, on the Best Bites TV network. This could be the big break she s been waiting
for. But the idea of having an in-house show on a regular basis is a whole other matter. Their lives
would be turned upside down, and convincing Mia, her best friend and head chef of Seduction, that
having cameras in her kitchen every day is a good idea is daunting. Still, Riley knows it s an
opportunity she can t afford to pass on. And when she meets Trevor Cooper, the show s executive
producer, she s stunned by their intense chemistry.Trevor s sole intention is to persuade Riley to
allow Best Bites TV to do a show on her restaurant. But when he walks into Riley s office, he stops
dead in his tracks. The professional, aloof woman on the phone is incredibly beautiful and funny.
But can he convince her that he s interested in Riley...
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It is easy in study better to understand. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading through a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lucinda  K oelpin-- Ms. Lucinda  K oelpin

This pdf may be really worth a study, and much better than other. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this composed e ebook. You will not
sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for regarding when you check with me).
-- Elz a  Gusikowski-- Elz a  Gusikowski
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